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Abstract

Current diagnostic velocity resolution limits our ability to search for exoplanets within the habitable zone. We propose a new

capability (Crossfading-EDI or X-EDI) that will boost optical spectrograph stability and spectral resolution, enabling 100x-

1000x more sensitivity for the exoplanet search. This technique for increasing the stability of any dispersive (grating or prism)

spectrograph to unwanted wavelength drifts has been simulated on real data and shown to produce a 1000x or more stability

improvement, by use of an interferometer using *pairs* of overlapping delays placed in series with the disperser, rather than

singly-used delays. This combines fringe shifts having opposite phase reaction, to cancel drift. This technique, “Crossfading

Externally Dispersed Interferometry” (X-EDI) builds upon an earlier singly- delayed Doppler technique (EDI) demonstrated

on a variety of telescopes including the 5-meter Hale telescope at Mt. Palomar. The single-delay EDI technique already

affords a significant stability enhancement to a spectrograph, and has been used by others to discover exoplanets in 2006 and

2016. We expect that improving EDI technique further by the use of crossfading pairs of delays will dramatically improve the

instrumental noise floor due to spectrograph focal point drifts or detector pixel misplacement, which can limit the detection of

small exoplanets over long (months or years) time scales. The X-EDI has been simulated on EDI data on a ThAr lamp line

measured at the Hale telescope*. A simulated drift insult was applied. The observed reaction to the line position drift was

reduced 1000x. All spectrographs suffer drift insults of various kinds, and the X-EDI technique reduces the reaction to these

by moving the fine wavelength determination from the dispersive spectrograph to the interferometer, which uses the symmetry

of delay pairs to eliminate drift. This technique can greatly improve spectral precision and stability for (1) Doppler radial

velocimetry, and (2) direct planet imaging using adaptive optics (such as the Gemini Planet Imager) that feeds a low resolution

integral field multi-object spectrograph. *David J. Erskine, J. Astr. Tele. Instrum. Sys., 7(2):025006, June 2021. Prepared by

LLNL under Contract DE- AC52-07NA27344.
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We recommend using BOTH 
conventional mitigations and EDI 

EDI: reduces TRC to ~0.001 - 0.1Conventional 
mitigations: reduces  

environmental insult ∆x

TRC is Translational Reaction 
Coefficient

Output spectrum shift

(Conventional: TRC = 1)

Labwide LDRD Proposal FY2021 (Post-subm synch to Pages vers) March 27, 2020, 9:00am XfadePASPLW21.tex4

scope at Mt. Palomar Obs.9–11 Software and the-
ory development continued through 2014. The
LLNL PI’s EDI optics lab remains at SSL.

The EDI dramatically improves stability for
isolated spectral lines (features), because both
the feature and the sinusoidal interferometer trans-
mission comb drift by the same �x. The phase
of the so-produced moire pattern thus stays the
same.

However, most practical spectra consist of
blended features where multiple lines are par-
tially blurred together. The moire patterns have
an irregular polarity wavelength dependent slant
(that averages to zero). Thus detector drifts can
induce erroneous phase shifts.

1.3 Crossfading-EDI 2014-2018

Recently (2014-18) we have theoretically solved
this problem (!) in a process called crossfad-
ing (Sect. 10 of Ref. 10) where *pairs* of over-
lapping delays are used (Fig. 5, 6), instead of a
single delay, and strategically weighted (Fig. 7,
8) during analysis to cancel the net phase shift.
In simulations we have achieve 1000x stability
boost (Fig. 9), as well as a resolution boost of
several times. However this was discovered af-
ter data taking ended in 2011 at Mt. Palomar, so
crossfading has never been experimentally tested
where the same physical insulting drift is ap-
plied to two delays and their net reaction mea-
sured.

Unweighted delays were implemented in sim-
ulations in 2014 and delivered 20x improvement
(Fig. 8 upper). This matured into the crossfad-
ing technique of multiple weighted delays with
1000x improvement (Fig. 9) in 2018.

The proposed crossfading-externally dispersed
interferometer (X-EDI) cancels the net *reac-
tion* in the output spectrum to �x by us-
ing interferometer fringe phase to compute
the output spectrum, combining fringe sig-
nals from a pair of delays that react in oppo-
site directions to the same �x. Let the output

Blueprint 3delay Side pat.can 6/03

Side view

Intrf.

τa=0.3 cm
τb=0.6 cm
τc=0.9 cm etc.

Grating
spectrograph

 λDelays

Slit
Relay
lens

CCDStepped etalon
Stepped mirror

Simple change: make a stepped mirror

Fig 6 Scheme for an interferometer with multiple pairs of
simultaneous delays,10, 15 since ideal crossfading cancel-
lation requires the same drift for each of the two delays.

spectrum reaction ��out per applied insult shift
at the detector �x, be

��out = �x ⇤ TRC (1)

where the Translational Reaction Coefficient (TRC)
is unity for a conventional spectrograph. Theo-
retically, crossfading achieves TRC = 0, mean-
ing perfect independence from drifts. Realistic
simulations have so far achieved TRC ⇠0.001,
a 1000x stability gain (= 1/TRC).

Furthermore, this stability gain multiplies that
obtained from conventional mitigations, so adding
an EDI to an existing conventionally stabilized
spectrograph is beneficial when instrument noise
limited, in addition to EDI’s resolution enhance-
ment8, 10 of 2x to 20x. (Diminishing both �x
and TRC always reduces the product �x⇤TRC.)

2 Project Plan

2.1 Goals and Scope

Benchtop tests in the optical lab of the PI and
collaborator at UC Space Sciences will be quick-
est and least risky, since SSL has built and oper-
ated several EDI’s and has access to enthusiastic
UC students.

We plan laboratory tests, not requiring ob-
servatory operations. The LLNL PI moved his
EDI optics lab to SSL after the 1998 LDRD dur-
ing a sabbatical in 2000 and it remains there,
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Exo-Planets are discovered by Doppler 
velocity shifts of starlight

!X

Marcy et al. ApJ 481, (1997)

51 Pegasi, from Lick 
Obs.

500 cm/s scatter 
is 150x too big for 
Earth (needs 3 cm/s)

Scatter

• The fundamental problem with current 
technology is the stability of the diagnostic.  

• Changing temperature, air pressure, 
vibration, gravity vector, accelerations 
shift spectrum with an offset (insult or 
drift). 

• Conventional measurement of Earth 
requires sub-pixel (10-5) stability over 1 year
— incredibly difficult!  

• Manufactured detector pixel placement 
irregularities worsen the resolution 

• Earth has only 0.1 m/s amplitude 
signature

Environmental insult

1
Spectrograph Drift and focal irregularities 
define the system resolution  

!X

A fundamentally different approach is needed to advance the sensitivity of Doppler 
spectroscopy 

Spectrum
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Spectral Drifts at Mt. Palomar
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Focal spot drifts at Keck Observatory 
(prior to fiber scrambling)

Shape should be pure 
Gaussian

Conventional mitigations: large vacuum tanks,  
bulky thermal blankets, massive sturdy mounts

• Irregular polarity drifts in wavelength spectrum due 
to instabilities cannot be corrected for

Still, the required 10-5 pixel stability needed is not achieved

2

Horizontal Moire are perfectly robust to 
wavelength distortions

Horizontal Moire occurs when feature frequency 
matches interferometer comb

Under a Doppler shift:

Under a environmental 
wavelength shift:

(Feature moves relative to 
comb, producing phase 

change)

(Feature and comb move together  
since they are embedded in same 

beam, producing NO phase change)

Problem: realist spectra have a variety of frequencies— 
will generate Moire with variety of tilts

Externally Dispersed Interferometry* (EDI), advantage for Doppler planet search:

4
New Idea: use two slightly different interferometers simultaneously
For each frequency, select weights and combine data to effectively cancel slope of moire

Under Doppler the pair 
produces phase shift 

as usual

Under wavelength 
offset, the two moire 

behave like a 
horizontal moire and 
have zero net phase 

reaction to offset

5
Demo of software using multiple pairs of intrfr. delays
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ScanAcrossInsult.key  9/14/20 
SpecRecon307Fig6(scan).pxp

Dispersing 
spectrograph sets 

envelope of 
wavelets; has 

unwanted drifts ∆x

ScanAcrossInsultFigMod.key    3/3/21

Each 
delay 

makes a 
wavelet

Interferometer 
measures  

PHASE of wavelets

SUM of wavelets 
forms stable 
output peak, 

independent of ∆x
1000x reduction in drift!

The wavelet location is deliberately 
shifted sideways to simulate ∆x.   

The EDI output is the sum of wavelets 
which is the red peak, which is nearly 

stationary. 

Using EDI measured data of ThAr lamp 
at Mt. Palomar project

but simulated insult ∆x

6!X

This error (~milli-pixel) is a “baked in” drift— not reduced by conventional mitigations 
(vacuum tank, thermal control, fiber scrambling). 

Detector Pixel Placement Error
can generate a ∆x (i.e. ∆ λ)

PixelPlacementErrorSimple.ezdraw  9/25/2021
PixelPlacementError.ezdraw 11/27/2004
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Stellar feature shifts over 6 months

Iodine reference 
feature

Another problem: Manufactured Pixel 
Placement is Irregular on Detector

These could be much larger than the 10^-5 pixel tolerance needed to detect Earth-like planets

6 month Earth orbital velocity change causes different pixels to be used, 
which can cause different ∆x error
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